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The focus of the NPSNET 
Research Group is on the 
complete breadth of 
technology for 
implementing large scale 
virtual environments 
(LSVEs).
In addition, we apply that 
technology to facilitate DoD 
training with the developed 
VEs.
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Networking the VE
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– Multi-story ship walkthroughs and interactions.
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– Redesigning the network and software architecture 
of NPSNET.
– Plug & play VE where additional modules of 
capabilities (networking, human models, terrain 
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Human Modeling in the VE
This year:




– All of these solutions are too slow once you get 
above about 5 to 10 humans in view.
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Human Modeling in the VE
This year:
• We explored a variety of VE tracking and locomotion 
technologies.
– Artificial Vestibular System.
– Omni Directional Treadmill (ODT)
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Human Modeling in the VE
Next year:
• Low-cost, articulated humans.
– We want to develop articulated human support 
software capable of displaying 100 to 150 humans 
in the NPSNET-5 VE.
• Additionally, we will continue to examine novel input 
devices for tracking and locomotion through the 
networked VE.
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Networking the VE
This year:
• Development of tools/methods for the rapid 
generation of VE applications layer network protocols.
– Formal BNF specification of DIS.
– PDU specification editor and code generator for 
DIS readers/writers.
– HTML combo-form PDU specification editor.
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Networking the VE
Next year:
• Continued work on the rapid specification of VE 
network protocols.
• Area of Interest Management Software Architectures
– How to define for programmability and dynamic 
AOIM replacement. We have an architecture for 
this already designed...
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Networking the VE
Next year:
• Virtual Reality Transfer Protocol (vrtp)
– vrtp is to be the applications layer protocol used for 
communicating state information among the 
various participants in internetworked LSVEs.
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Networking the VE
Next year:
• Virtual Reality Transfer Protocol (vrtp)
– Target architecture will support:
D Light-weight entity interactions (Entity State PDUs).
D Network pointers (URLs).
D Heavy-weight objects (http client/server request).
D Real-time streams (Mbone audio/video).
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– Combine client, server, peer-peer, monitoring all in 
one applications layer protocol.
– Optimize for desktop.
– Optimize across Internet.
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Study of the Technology for 
Humans in the VE
Next year:
• Look at the various requirements for placing humans in the 
networked VE. We want to define what the needs of the 
human are and what technology needs to be developed to 
support those humans. In particular, we wish to support the 
ability of the human to operate in the VE as they would in the 
real world, seamless and without cognitive load. Examples of 
this might be a human in the VE being able to manipulate a 
3D object, taking that object apart, handing the object to 
another individual in the VE ...
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Applications of Technology
NPSNET-Underway: A Networked, 3D 
Naval VE
Dismounted Infantry Locomotion
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NPSNET-Underway: A 
Networked, 3D Naval VE 
This year:
• Surface ship OOD training.
• Ship familiarization via walkthrough.
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NPSNET-Underway: A etworked, 3D N val VE
Next year:
• Integrated combat information center (CIC)
• 3D interfaces to the CIC screens in the ship model.
• VE physical model development - surface & 
underwater hydrodynamics.
• Multiple vessel collision & grounding training.
• Further OOD development.
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• AUSA 95 Treadport Integration.
• Omni Directional Treadmill (ODT) Integration
• BDI DI-Guy Integration
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AUSA 95 Treadport
Joint project with 
Sarcos Engineering, 
UPENN & NPS.
• NPS role was to 
integrate treadport into 
NPSNET-IV.
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• Further integration with the next generation ODT.
• Other devices?
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Significant Demos This Year
SIGGRAPH 96 Bayou Savage
NPSNET-ODT Press Conference
AUSA 96 NPSNET-ODT
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SIGGRAPH 96 Bayou Savage
NPSNET-ODT Press 
Conference & AUSA 96
Educational Infrastructure - MOVES Curriculum
Modeling, Virtual Environments & 
Simulation Curriculum
• The MOVES Curriculum provides the MS and Ph.D. 
student both fundamental & specialized courses in 
applied computer simulation technology & the 
application of quantitative analyses to human-
computer interaction in simulation technology. 
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Educational Infrastructure - 
MOVES Curriculum
• The MS program is a two year, eight quarter program 
whose core covers the fundamentals of computer 
science and human-computer interaction. These 
topics include object-oriented programming, artificial 
intelligence, software methodology, computer 
communications and networks, computer graphics, 
virtual worlds and simulation systems, probability, 
statistics, stochastic modeling, data analysis, and 
human performance evaluation.
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Educational Infrastructure - 
MOVES Curriculum
• There are two tracks that support the curriculum's 
research efforts, the Visual Simulation Track and the 
Human-Computer Interaction Track.
– The Visual Simulation track is focused on 
developing the technolgy for VEs.
– The Human-Computer Interaction track is focused 
on evaluating human performance with the 
developed technology.
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